T-MOBILE FOR BUSINESS PARTNER SOLUTION:

Franklin T9 Hotspot + MDM
SOLUTION OVERVIEW / BENEFITS

The Franklin T9 is a LTE Mobile Hotspot that supports
15 device connections through built-in wi-fi AP. With
advanced LTE technology and multi-band support, the T9
provides seamless wireless data connection. This device
is lightweight, extremely portable, and easy to travel with.
The INCLUDED DEVICE MANAGEMENT solution will
allow users to remotely manage and configure their
devices in the field.The cloud-based management
platform is secured by 2-factor authentication and
industry standard security and protocols.

Custom security
settings

Enable and disable
hardware features

Content filtering
for safe internet

Time of day
control

Interactive dashboards
for IT admins

Data Usage
Reporting

Eliminate the Awful Expense of Wasted Productivity
Relying on employee’s individual networks to “get it done”
may mean relying on failed connections, tampered
speeds, or unsecured networks.
Worry no more of easily distracted staﬀ and/or students,
you’ll have the power to whitelist sites & apps while
securing productivity.

Targeted Verticals

4G LTE HOTSPOT +
DEVICE MANAGMENT
Get geo-tracking location data real-time
to locate traveling employees from thousands
of miles away.
Take advantage of data usage reporting.

Qualifying Questions
How do you track remote work productivity?

Education

How frustrating is it when your team can’t connect on calls when traveling?

Enterprise

What challenges are you facing for your students or teachers?

Government

How often do you lose your top performers who violate
internet & communication policy?

SMB
Strategic
Remote Work
Travel
School

Why Do We Win
Economically disadvantaged students
learning from home without internet
access will have an easier and
empowered education.
Remote or traveling employees will
no longer need to send sensitive
and confidential data over
unsecured networks.

Pain Points that the
Hotspot Addresses
Remote / traveling employees
who are unable to connect to
calls/complete work, drive
productivity costs, and lack
accurate geolocation tracking.
Students or teachers who have
limited connectivity or frequent
sites preventing productivity.
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